
Now more than ever, we’ve got your back.

J3 BACK



SPECIFICATIONS
JAY J3 Back
HCPCS Code E2613, E2614, E2615, E2620

Weight 1.7 lbs and up

Product Width 12" – 26"

Product Depth 2.2" – 6"

Product Height 6.5" – 24"

Weight Capacity 300 lbs. or 500 lbs over 22" wide

Cover Microclimatic 3DX™ Spacer Fabric
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JAY J3 BACK
Never before have the creative minds at JAY® spent more time studying the subtleties
of fitting the back to the chair and the user to the back. The result: The J3 Back.
The most comprehensive combination of adjustable hardware, individual shell sizes
and positioning capabilities ever assembled.

Three innovative hardware options: JayMount, LITE Mount and 4 Point hardware
Engineered to mount on crowded backposts ranging from 1 1/8" to 3/4", JAYMount hardware
virtually eliminates incompatibility with multiple mounting locations. All three dimensions of
height, angle and depth can be adjusted while the user remains in the chair. In addition to
these great features, the LITE Mount hardware is aluminum and extremely lightweight.
For increased stability, the 4 Point hardware can support more force to the back.

• Multiple angle adjustments

without losing seat depth

A multitude of shapes and sizes:
“We’ve got your back”. Providing the correct size back for each individual is critical to preventing problems down the road. For this
reason, the J3 back offers virtually every combination of depth, height and width, ranging from 12" to 26", that an adult user may
require. This also includes the Heavy Duty shell, which combined with the 4 Point hardware has a weight capacity of 500 lbs.

Spine-Align Posture Conforming System:
The Spine Align System is simple to use and creates the individual
shape necessary to best support the user.

Result: Optimal postural support, pressure distribution and comfort.

Angle Adjustable Swing Away Laterals:
Accommodate a wider variety of positioning needs.


